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1 Goal of the case study 
The European Union aims to prepare its infrastructure for further decarbonisation of its energy system in 

the longer term towards 2050. The Commission has introduced a number of initiatives to support this 

goal. EU Regulation 347/2013 states that accelerating the refurbishment of existing energy infrastructure 

and the deployment of new energy infrastructure is vital to achieve the Union’s energy and climate policy 

objectives. To support the energy transition and decarbonisation pathways for the EU, this regulation 

provides a methodology to select key EU infrastructure projects (PCIs). 

This paper intends to answer the question, whether the existing gas infrastructure is capable to serve the 

decarbonization goals of the EU and if not, what pieces of infrastructure could fill the gap. Furthermore, 

the effect of strategic behaviour of major gas suppliers is analysed on the feasibility of PCI projects. 

As part of the SET-Nav project, in this case study, three different gas models analyse a set of natural gas 

infrastructure projects and the results are compared. The input data set and the key assumptions are 

harmonized for the coordinated gas market modelling exercise.  

2 Background 
The EU laid down the procedure and the criteria that has to be used for the selection of key infrastructure 

projects (PCIs) that are needed to ensure the functioning of the internal energy market and security of 

supply in the Union. The methodology has been applied in two selection rounds by the time of the data 

closure of this project, and two PCI lists have been published, first in 2013 and second in 2015. The first 

list comprised of 107 gas infrastructure projects, the second was narrowed down to 77 gas infrastructure 

projects in total.  

There are several conditions that a project has to meet to be selected for PCI. This case study is focusing 

on the general criteria, that the potential overall benefits of the project shall outweigh its costs, including 

in the longer term1. Applying the EU CBA methodology to prove this is the task of the project promoter 

and is needed for the PCI selection. PCI status by itself grants accelerated permitting procedures, a one-

stop-shop for permitting. If projects prove to bring positive overall social benefits but the investment may 

not be feasible by only considering the financial returns, financial support (CEF) may be granted. 

ACER published its monitoring report on PCIs2 highlighting a number of issues: project promoters failed 

to provide expected benefits for their investment – out of 77 gas transmission projects, 65 had no benefits 

quantified. Cost data had been submitted by majority of projects, but ACER pointed out that cost and 

technical parameters are significantly different in the EU wide ten year network development plans, PCI 

submissions and national development plans, making project evaluation a tantamount task. 

The methodology and especially the data transparency in the gas sector generally has improved in the 

last decade a lot, which allows for modelling the welfare benefits of the selected projects on an EU level. 

This case study will test, whether different models bring similar results for the project selection. 

                                                                 

1 Art 4 REGULATION  (EU)  No  347/2013  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  AND  OF  THE  COUNCIL of  17  April  2013 on  
guidelines  for  trans-European  energy  infrastructure  and  repealing  Decision  No  1364/2006/EC  and  amending  
Regulations  (EC)  No  713/2009,  (EC)  No  714/2009  and  (EC)  No  715/2009 
2 ACER (2017): Consolidated Report on the progress of electricity and gas projects of Common Interest for the year 2016 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Modelling tools used for evaluation 

The case study employs four different models based on the work of three SET-Nav partners. These models 

are: RAMONA by NTNU, EGMM3 and WGMM by REKK and GGM by DIW-Berlin. 

3.1.1 RAMONA  

The RAMONA model originally focused on analysing infrastructure projects of the Norwegian Continental 

Shelf. For this purpose, the first RAMONA versions represented in detail supply-to-demand decisions, gas 

pressure-flow relationships and other engineering aspects of gas infrastructure operations. Sub-sequent 

version of RAMONA extended the model to include reassurance constraints, gas quality and multi-

commodity flows, features of reservoirs, technicalities of compressors and processing plants, and others. 

However, the current main extension has been the implementation of a strategic long-term perspective 

to represent infrastructure decisions such as capacity expansion and network design. This feature allows 

analysing the impact of projects in the future evolution of the infrastructure. In short, RAMONA is a mixed-

integer optimization model that includes both investment decisions and operational features of the gas 

network. RAMONA can handle different types of objective functions depending on the problem at hand, 

such as (expected discounted) cost minimization, and maximization of (expected) profit or social welfare.  

Recently, a new RAMONA version was developed to analyse the European gas infrastructure. The 

objective function is to maximize discounted social welfare in the time horizon from 2010 to 2050 with a 

five-year resolution. This RAMONA version represents Europe by using aggregated data per country and 

then a region aggregation for North America, South America, Africa, Russia, Middle East and Asia. The 

investment decisions are semi-continuous, which makes the model a mixed-integer quadratic problem. 

Given the computational complexity and problem size, this RAMONA version simplifies the technical 

representation of natural gas flows by having a transportation network of nodes and direct cross border 

connections. Each node (country or region) has annual inputs for production, consumption, imports and 

exports for natural gas and LNG. Cross border connections are through LNG nodes and existing pipelines. 

Storage facilities are not present in the model.4 

3.1.2 EGMM  

REKK’s European Gas Market Model (EGMM) is a competitive, dynamic, multi-market equilibrium model 

for natural gas production, trade, storage, and consumption in Europe. The objective function of the 

model is to maximize social welfare. It explicitly includes a supply-demand representation of 35 European 

countries, as well as their gas storages and transportation links to each other and to the outside world. 

The time frame of the model is 12 consecutive months. Market participants have perfect foresight over 

this period.  

EGMM has been developed to simulate the operation of an international wholesale natural gas market in 

whole Europe. For the modelled countries the demand and supply side of the local market are included. 

Large external markets, such as Algeria, Azerbaijan, Iran, Libya, Norway, Russia and LNG exporters are 

                                                                 

3 András Kiss, Adrienn Selei, Borbála Takácsné Tóth (2016): A Top-Down Approach to Evaluating Cross-Border Natural Gas 
Infrastructure Projects in Europe. The Energy Journal, Vol. 37, Special Issue 3 
4 For more information on implementation and setup of this RAMONA version, refer to the paper: Fodstad, Marte; Egging, 
Ruud; Midthun, Kjetil Trovik; Tomasgard, Asgeir. (2016) Stochastic Modeling of Natural Gas Infrastructure Development in 
Europe under Demand Uncertainty. Energy Journal. vol. 37 (SI3). 
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represented by exogenously assumed market prices, long-term supply contracts and physical 

connections to Europe.  

Given the input data, the model calculates a dynamic competitive market equilibrium for 35 European 

countries, and returns the market clearing prices, along with the production, consumption and trading 

quantities, storage utilization decisions and long-term contract deliveries.  

EGMM has been used for infrastructure selection in the Energy Community when key infrastructure 

projects (Projects of Energy Community Interest and Projects of Mutual Interest) were selected in 20135 

and 2015.6 The CBA applied is based on PINT methodology, and benefits are modelled under business as 

usual and in a modelled (N-1) shock scenario. For this analysis a one month January interruption on Nord 

Stream was modelled. Benefits of the project are weighted: assuming 5% probability for a supply 

disruption and 95% for a business as usual situation. Tariffs on interconnectors are real 2017 tariffs, that 

do not change between the modelled years. Regulatory interventions are also possible to handle: storage 

obligations are included and certain pipelines have limited third party access or are contractually 

congested (they can deliver only LTCs). Each year between 2015-2050 is modelled. 

3.1.3 WGMM 

The Word Gas Market Model (WGMM) is built on the EGMM model, with an extended geographical 

coverage. EGMM has a limited representation for global LNG markets and the spot trade of major 

suppliers of Europe (eg. Norway and Russia). To allow for the better representation of the global gas 

markets, a model development was carried out. Geographical coverage of the model was extended to 

account for 95% of global gas supply and 97% of global gas demand (based on 2015 data). Gas demand 

and supply figures were based on the JODI Gas World Database. 7 The World Gas Model has no 

exogeneous prices for suppliers, but a short-term production cost based supply curve is applied for each 

large producer country. Costs were estimated based on the natural gas rent publication of the World 

Bank.8 LNG transportation costs are distance dependent, liquefaction and regasification costs are also 

taken into account. The LTC dataset is extended with LNG and pipeline contracts outside Europe as well.9 

The model assumes perfect competition on a global scale and maximizes welfare of all actors, considering 

gas producers, traders and consumers alike. The perfectly competitive framework is constrained by the 

long-term contracts in place.  

WGMM allows for better modelling of natural gas flows between regions and a sound understanding of 

LNG markets. Modelled LNG flows are validated by comparing the global LNG trade volumes between 

major regions. WGMM results were verified by comparing to actual 2015 and 2016 data reported by 

GIIGNL.  

EGMM evaluation of LNG terminals or pipelines connecting to outside suppliers directly is highly sensitive 

to assumptions made on the exogeneous markets. This problem is resolved by evaluating these projects 

with the WGMM. However, project evaluation can only be performed on a limited scale in the WGMM due 

to (1) computational constraints, as solving the global problem need 10 times more optimisation time (2) 

                                                                 

5 https://www.energy-community.org/dam/jcr:83972010-b04a-461d-9028-e2c510e25553/DNV-
KEMA_2013_IN_Identify_Projects.PDF 
6 https://www.energy-community.org/dam/jcr:4ce8fa43-94f4-4559-aa3b-
8e1c67591294/REKK_2016_Assessment_PECI_PMI.pdf 
7 https://www.jodidata.org/gas/ 
8 Estimates based on sources and methods described in "The Changing Wealth of Nations: Measuring Sustainable 
Development in the New Millennium" (World Bank, 2011). 
9 LNG infrastructure, capacity and LTC data were included using the GIIGNL annual reports.  
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data availability constraints, as no outlooks which are harmonised with PRIMES are available for the 2017-

2050 time period on the global gas demand and supply. For this reason, a simplified analysis was 

performed: we considered the possible benefits of projects analysed for one year and compared the 

possible benefits to the one-time investment costs. Benefits are awarded for the lifetime of the project 

and discounted using a 4% social discount rate.  

3.1.4 GGM 

The Global Gas Model (GGM) is a multi-period equilibrium model for analysing the world natural gas 

market along the value chain from production wells to final consumers. Market agents include producers, 

traders, transmission system (TSO) and storage operators (SSO). The TSO manages the pipeline network 

as well as the LNG liquefaction and regasification terminals. 

The data set contains more than 90 countries thereby practically covering the entire global natural gas 

production and consumption. It also includes a detailed representation of cross-border pipeline, 

liquefaction, regasification and storage capacities. Some large countries are split in several production / 

consumption nodes. For each producing country the gas supplies to consumer markets are channelled 

through a country-specific trading arm, a trader. (E.g., the trader Russia coordinates the sales of all three 

production nodes within Russia, and the trader USA coordinates the sales of all ten production nodes in 

USA.) Traders can be assumed to exert market power. Any level between perfectly competitive (level 0) 

and Cournot (level 1) is possible, and the values can be different in different end-user markets and for 

time periods.  

All other market agents are assumed to be price-takers (i.e., they act perfectly competitive). Including 

market power exerting traders means that there is no single social welfare maximizing objective function. 

Instead, each agent has its own profit (or surplus) maximizing objective.  

Traders pay fees to for using capacity to the infrastructure service operators. These fees account for a 

regulated costs, plus a congestion fee if the infrastructure capacity is limiting its usage. Infrastructure 

service providers (TSO & SSO) operate existing infrastructure and can invest in capacity expansion. The 

study data asset covers a time horizon until 2060, in five-year steps (ten stages) with a summer and a 

winter seasons. The reporting horizon is 2050. Similar as for the other models, two PRIMES scenarios for 

demand and production have been analysed: The Reference Scenario and the Decarbonization Scenario. 

For non EU countries, the WEO 2015 has been used.  

Compared to the WEO data, the GGM adds country level detail. Compared to both PRIMES and WEO, GGM 

adds infrastructure detail, an explicit international pipeline and LNG market, sector detail, seasonality and 

market power considerations. The main outputs are international trade flows and endogenous capacity 

investment.  

Specifically for the infrastructure types considered in this report, the TSO is the agent responsible for 

pipeline and regasification investment. (Note that due to the price-taking behaviour considering several 

TSOs for different infrastructure assets or one for all transmission links will give the same results.) 

Investment in capacity expansions will happen up the level where discounted future congestion fees will 

equal the investment cost, unless there is an upper bound on expansion which results in a smaller 

expansion.  
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3.2 Harmonization of input data set for the gas models 

All three models are updated with latest capacity data on the gas infrastructure.10  The gas demand 

projections used for the analysis are the PRIMES reference and EUCO 30 scenarios. There has been an 

interaction between EGMM and RAMONA in terms of gas prices and consumption values, when EGMM 

provided modelled future gas prices and European gas consumption for RAMONA.  

The same set of proposed infrastructure projects formed the basis of analysis. The 2015 list of PCIs11 

contains 77 unique natural gas infrastructure projects. Using pre-defined selection criteria (for details see 

Annex 1), we narrowed down this list to a more manageable number of projects, which helps to conduct 

a sound but efficient analysis. 18 projects/project clusters were analysed, including LNG regasification 

facilities and pipelines.  

 

Figure 1. PCI projects selected for the study 

We used a simplified cost-estimation method for one-time investment costs based on ACER publication 

“Report on unit investment cost indicators and corresponding reference values for electricity and gas 

infrastructure - gas infrastructure”12. For details on estimating the investment cost see Annex 2.  

                                                                 

10 ENTSOG - The European Natural Gas Network (Capacities at cross-border points on the primary market) 
https://www.entsog.eu/maps/transmission-capacity-map/2016 
11 COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2016/89 of 18 November 2015 amending Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the Union list of projects of common interest 
12 http://www.acer.europa.eu/official_documents/acts_of_the_agency/publication/uic%20report%20-
%20gas%20infrastructure.pdf 
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3.3 Comparison of models used and CBA logic 

Having cross checked the input data used in the models and the project data that is to be assessed, the 

evaluation of projects basically depends on the different investment assessment technique and model 

specifics.  

Granularity in the models differs, as EGMM and WGMM are modelling 12 months, GGM simulates two 

seasons, while RAMONA captures one year. Lower granularity may result in over-investment in pipelines.  

Modelling timeframe is identical, all modelling tools were run for 2050. GGM and RAMONA considered 5-

year steps, while EGMM/WGMM presented outputs for every year. This difference is not expected to affect 

the outcomes significantly.  

Model equilibrium assumptions are perfect competition for RAMONA and EGMM / WGMM. GGM models 

the markets as Cournot/perfectly competitive players, taking market power into account. Models without 

endogeneous market power may under-estimate the gas prices and this can trigger lower investment 

activity.  

Geographical coverage and network topology is identical for all the models concerned. Minor differences 

are present, but these are related to small markets or countries beyond the EU-28, and such does not 

affect the modelling results. For detailed comparison on the geographical coverage of models see Annex 

3. 

Welfare categories covered are basically the same for all models involved. Investment decision is based 

on total social welfare effect in EGMM/WGMM and RAMONA, while in case of GGM only congestion rent 

on infrastructure is considered. 

Infrastructure evaluation methodology is following a PINT logic in EGMM/WGMM while RAMONA and 

GGM allows multiple investments to occur. PINT logic may over-estimate the effects of a new 

infrastructure elements, as benefits may be distributed between multiple projects which are 

commissioned simultaneously.  

RAMONA includes the entire PCI list to determine Europe’s gas infrastructure investments needs, and 

selects which one of them would be utilized. The fact, that all projects are included at the same time 

allows to better capture the potential synergies between the modelled projects/project clusters. 

RAMONA performs endogeneous investment if the projected total social welfare gains throughout the 

lifetime of the project outweigh the one-time investment cost.  

In EGMM projects are assessed in a PINT methodology (Put-in-one-at a time), which means the following 

logic: A reference case for the time period 2015-2050 is simulated, then projects are inserted to the 

reference on a one-by-one basis. Relative welfare change is considered gains offered by the project while 

one-off investment cost is assumed the only cost incurred by the project. O&M costs are considered to be 

recovered by tariffs applied on the new infrastructure element. The synergies of competing nature of 

projects are not so well captured by this form of analysis, and benefits assigned to the individual projects 

might be overestimated, as it is not assumed that any other project is built at the same time. On the other 

hand this type of analysis does not allow for sizing of projects, hence some projects are labelled negative 

due to large project costs despite there is some flow on the project. 

In GGM, the model has an endogenous investment module, so the model will decide on where to invest. 

In this sense the endogenous investment can be compared with the PCI project list and matching results 

are selected. Investment in GGM occurs if the potential congestion rent on the specific border sans the 

project during the full lifetime of the potential infrastructure is covering the one-time investment cost. 
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The CBA methodology laid down in Regulation 347/2013 requires market integration, security of supply 

and competition related benefits to be quantified through the whole lifetime of the project. The basic 

parameters for CBA are: 25 years of lifetime, 4% discount rate.  
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Table 1. Comparison of the gas models used 

 RAMONA EGMM WGMM GGM 

Granularity Annual Monthly Monthly 
2 seasons, 

annual output 

Modelling 

timeframe 

To 2050, 5 
years 

To 2050, yearly periods 
To 2050, 

yearly periods 
To 2050, 5 

years 

Model 

assumption 

Perfect 
competition 

Model can be 
run stochastic 

or 
deterministic 

Perfect competition 
Perfect 

competition 

Cournot for 
traders, 
perfect 

competition 
for other 
players 

Model can be 
run stochastic 

or 
deterministic 

Geographical 

coverage 

EU28 + NO, 
CH, TR, BY, RS, 

RU 
Total: 40 

nodes (regions 
+ countries) 

EU28+CH+UA+MD+RS+MK+BA 
Global  

(71 countries) 
Global  

(90 countries) 

Region 

definition for 

infrastructure 

evaluation 

EU28 EU28 EU28 EU28 

Welfare 

categories 

Consumer 
surplus, 

Producer 
surplus, 

investment 
cost of the 

infrastructure 

Infra operators (TSO,SSO,LSO), 
LTC holders, traders, 

Consumers, producers 

Infra operators 
(TSO,SSO,LSO), 

LTC holders, 
traders, 

Consumers, 
producers 

Supply side + 
consumers, 

traders, TSOs 

Way of 

evaluating 

PCIs  

Endogeneous 
investment 

decision 
(maximise 

social 
welfare/cost 

minimisation) 

PINT infrastructure evaluation 
(CBA social welfare,  

NPV calculation) 

PINT 
infrastructure 

evaluation 
(CBA social 

welfare,  
NPV 

calculation) 

Endogeneous 
investment 

decision/PINT 
infrastructure 

evaluation 
(CBA social 

welfare) 
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4 Results 

4.1 Results of RAMONA 

RAMONA suggest investments in 12 projects out of the 18 noted in the list. Most of the investment 

decisions suggest a full PCI capacity (see comments in the table). Additional explanations on other 

insights and specifics of these results are as follows: 

 Ireland requires more installed capacity as Great Britain production decreases in the next 
decades. This results in an investment of 48.8 GWh/d in LNG capacity compared to 191 GWh/d in 
the PCI project (SHANNON LNG). 

 The MIDCAT project seems somewhat relevant. RAMONA invests 40 GWh/d capacity compared 
to the PCI suggested a capacity flow of 230 GWh/d. 

 Results showed a high EU dependency on imports from Algeria and Libya connections. The PCI 
suggested capacity (GALSI project) was invested and utilized fully.  

 Investing in the AEGEAN project (Greece LNG) results in a net capacity of 325GWh/d, which 
triggered a full investment for the IGB project (GR-BG). 

 Restrictions on procuring Russian gas through Ukraine are partially replaced by the GALSI 
expanded connection (through IT-AT-SK), the expansions of LNG terminals in Greece and 
Croatia, and investing in LT-PL. 

 The investment in the HU-SI project takes place when an investment in the IT-SI connection is 
allowed. Otherwise this project does not become relevant. 

 For other results and analysis, refer to the table’s comment column.  
 

 

Figure 2. RAMONA decisions on the PCI list 
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Table 2. RAMONA decisions on the PCI list 

No. Short name 
From 

market 

To 

market 
Total cost RAMONA results Comments - notes 

1 SHANNON LNG LNG IE 551 Investment Ireland requires the extra capacity to satisfy demand 

2 ES-PT 
ES PT 219 

No investment Portugal LNG terminal and current ES-PT connection appear to be sufficient 
PT ES 0 

3 MIDCAT 
ES FR 333 

Investment 
MIDCAT showed to be relevant in various simulations and throughout the calibration 

process. Specially: ES-FR. FR ES 0 
4 GALSI DZ IT 2539 Investment GALSI is a critical project. Present in all simulations. 

5 STORK 2 
PL CZ 764 

No investment 
The project does not yield any strategic benefits and is expensive. The alternative PL-SK 

connection is more valuable. CZ PL 0 

6 PL-SK 
PL SK 747 

Investment 
Full PCI capacity invested in this project due to SK-UK becomes an important connection 

for Ukraine. SK PL 0 

7 BACI 
AT CZ 81 

No investment 
Due to AT & CZ are well interconnected to other countries, this connection carries no 

additional benefits CZ AT 0 
8 KRK LNG LNG HR 376 Investment Croatia utilizes this LNG expansion fully. Important project 
9 IGB GR BG 199 Investment Expanding Greece LNG imports triggers this project investment 

10 AEGEAN LNG LNG GR 574 Investment LNG capacity expanded and affects investment in IGB project 

11 IBS 
RS BG 144 

Investment 
Project needed to cope with Serbia & Bosnia demand and perhaps to facilitate a corridor 

through Hungary. Full PCI capacity invested. BG RS 0 

12 HU-SI 
HU SI 104 

Investment 
Project is worth the investment as long as there is an expansion considered for the IT-SI 

connection. SI HU 0 

13 BRUA 

RO BG 813 

No investment 
HU-AT current capacity is enough, so no investment. RO-BG is very expensive and it does 

not bring any benefits or system flexibility. The model suggests investing 28 GWh/d in 
RO-HU due to a small surplus from RO production. 

RO HU 19 
HU RO 312 
HU AT 0 

15 ITB 
TR BG 202 

Investment 
Turkey's demand is the main motivation behind the investment. RAMONA suggested 

capacity investment: 81 GWh/d BG TR 0 

16 BALTI 

LNG EE 375 

Partial investments 

No investment in the EE LNG station and in EE-LV connection. Russia provides plenty 
capacity to the Baltic countries. For this reason, RAMONA suggests investing in LT-PL (Full 
capacity of the GIPL project) which prompts investment decisions in two connections in 
BALTI: EE-FI (suggested capacity: 77.5 GWh/d) and LV-LT(suggested capacity: 43 GWh/d) 

EE LV 21 
LV EE 0 
LT LV 79 
LV LT 0 
EE FI 249 
FI EE 0 

17 BALTIC PIPE 
PL DK 999 

No investment 
This offshore pipeline is expensive. It could become relevant if a NO-DK expansion is 

considered. DK PL 0 

18 GIPL 
PL LT 476 

Investment 
This project became relevant due to the extra capacity available from the partial 

investments in the "BALTI" projects. Result: Full PCI capacity invested. Note that this 
project investment could be ruled out if PL LNG expansion takes place. 

LT PL 0 
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4.2 Results of EGMM and WGMM 

EGMM and WGMM outputs show both the financial viability of the project and the effects on all 

stakeholders (consumers producers, traders) on the gas market. This allows for a detailed comparison of 

effects of the project. It should be noted that PCI label can be awarded if the project is beneficial on the 

EU level for the society but fails to reach financial viability. Projects with positive financial NPV can be 

designated as PCIs but should not be supported with EU funds.  

EGMM suggests that, the Shannon LNG terminal in Ireland is financially viable and shall be implemented 

on a market basis. Nevertheless, on the EU-28 level it has adverse effects on welfare (total welfare effects 

on the EU-28 level are lower than in the hosting country): by commissioning the new LNG terminal, flows 

previously supplying Ireland transiting the UK are diminished.  

The Baltic cluster projects, the Krk LNG terminal and the ITB are both financially and economically viable 

on EU level and shall be implemented.  

The Interconnector between Poland and Lithuania (GIPL) is beneficial for Lithuania and for the Polish 

consumers, but by re-aligning the existing flow patterns the profits of Polish and German TSOs are 

diminished. Overall, EU-28 profits are slightly negative, but results for the social NPV in the hosting 

countries are positive. 

The CEF funding allocated to the Romanian section of the corridor which intends to connect Bulgarian, 

Romanian, Hungarian and Austrian systems (BRUA) fails to turn NPV to positive due to very high 

investment costs.  

Additionally the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), the interconnectors between Greece and Bulgaria (IGB) and 

Bulgaria and Serbia (IBS) are also implemented and well utilized, but their CBA was not calculated as they 

have reached an FID and are hence part of the reference infrastructure. Altogether half of the projects 

from the shortened PCI list of 18 projects are not implemented. 

WGMM modelling results are corroborating the results for the internal EU pipelines and provide better 

founded results for projects connecting to external markets. The LNG projects are less utilised in the 

WGMM compared to the EGMM, but still they prove to be a sound investment, benefiting the hosting 

country and display a positive NPV. The GALSI pipeline providing another option for the Algerian gas to 

enter Europe is highly utilised in the WGMM. However, the high costs of the investment are not recovered 

by the benefits.  

Additional sensitivity assuming lower (decarbonisation) demand development was performed. Results 

are robust apart from a few projects, due to the shifting consumption pattern between the modelled 

countries. Shannon LNG and HU-SI projects turn from positive social NPV to negative, while GIPL (which 

is close to 0 NPV) turns from slightly negative NPV to slightly positive.  
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Table 3. Results of EGMM modelling in reference, Mn EUR 

   REF DECARBON    
Investment 

cost 

Avg 

utilisation 

Benefits 

in 

hosting 

EU 

countries 

Benefits 

in EU28 

Social 

NPV 

hosting 

EU 

countries 

CEF 

grant 

Social 

NPV 

EU28 

Social 

NPV 

hosting 

EU 

countries 

(with 

CEF) 

Social 

NPV 

EU28 

(with 

CEF) 

Social 

NPV 

hosting 

EU 

countries 

(with 

CEF) 

Social 

NPV 

EU28 

(with 

CEF) 

 

GAS_01 Shannon LNG 
and pipeline 551 58% 1071 780 520 0 229 520 229 270 -148 

 

GAS_02 ES-PT 219 0% 0 0 -219 0 -219 -219 -219 -219 -219  

GAS_03 Midcat 333 0% 0 0 -333 0 -333 -333 -333 -333 -333  

GAS_04 Galsi 1482* 

(2539) 75% -2086 -826 -3568 0 -2308 -3568 -2308 -1482 -1482 

 

GAS_05 Stork II 764 17% 423 -267 -341 0 -1031 -341 -1031 -616 -680  

GAS_06 PL-SK 747 2% 63 -17 -684 108 -764 -576 -656 -629 -642  

GAS_07 BACI 81 0% 0 0 -81 0 -81 -81 -81 -81 -82  

GAS_08 Krk Lng 376 32% 624 858 248 101 482 349 583 71 6  

GAS_12 HU-SI 104 29% 330 113 226 0 9 226 9 -84 -102  

GAS_13 RO-BG 1144 39% 164 118 -980 0 -1026 -980 -1026 -274 -433   
RO-HU  10%           

GAS_15 ITB 92* (202) 70% 850 870 758 0 779 758 779 1093 1482  

GAS_16 BALTI EE-FI 724 59% 3354 3311 2630 206 2588 2836 2794 5033 3527  

GAS_16 BALTI LT-LV  7%           

GAS_16 BALTI LV_EE  0%           

GAS_16 BALTI TALLIN 
LNG  53%          

 

GAS_17 Baltic pipe 999 4% 104 17 -895 0 -982 -895 -982 -954 -967  

GAS_18 GIPL 476 58% 519 100 43 353 -377 396 -23 141 10  

* cost related to EU-28, total cost indicated in brackets 
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Table 4. Results of WGMM modelling 
  

Investmen

t cost 

 Avg 

utilisatio

n 

Benefits 

in 

hosting 

EU 

countrie

s 

Benefit

s in 

EU28 

benefit/cos

t ration 

hosting 

countries 

Benefit/cos

t ration 

EU28 

Social 

NPV EU 

hosting 

countrie

s 

CEF 

gran

t 

Socia

l NPV 

EU28 

Social 

NPV 

hosting 

EU 

countrie

s (with 

CEF) 

Socia

l NPV 

EU28 

(with 

CEF) 

GAS_01 Shannon LNG and 
pipeline 

551  26.8% 609 136 1.1 0.2 609 0 -415 609 -415 

GAS_02 ES-PT 219  0 0 0 0.0 0.0 -219 0 -219 -219 -219 

GAS_03 Midcat 333  0 0 0 0.0 0.0 -333 0 -333 -333 -333 

GAS_04 Galsi 1482  75% -604 656 0.0 0.0 -2086 0 -826 -2086 -826 
GAS_05 Stork II 764  0.0% 0 0 0.0 0.0 -764 0 -764 -764 -764 

GAS_06 Poland – Slovakia 
interconnector 

747  0.0% 0 0 0.0 0.0 -747 108 -747 -639 -639 

GAS_07 BACI 81  0 0 0 0.0 0.0 -81 0 -81 -81 -81 

GAS_08 Krk Lng 376  22.4% 1477 -112 3.9 -0.3 1101 101 -488 1202 -387 
GAS_12 HU-SI 104  0.0% 0 0 0.0 0.0 -104 0 -104 -104 -104 

GAS_13 RO-BG 1144  43.0% 967 908 0.8 0.8 -178 0 -236 -178 -236  
RO-HU   0.0% 

        
0 

GAS_15 ITB 92  29.9% 2692 1452 29.3 15.8 2601 0 1360 2601 1360 

GAS_16 BALTI EE-FI 724  17.5% 1877 782 2.6 1.1 1154 206 58 1360 264 
GAS_16 BALTI LT-LV   4.9% 

         

GAS_16 BALTI LV_EE   11.7% 
         

GAS_16 BALTI TALLING 
LNG 

  6.7% 
         

GAS_17 Baltic pipe 999  7.6% 42 238 0.0 0.2 -957 0 -761 -957 -761 
GAS_18 GIPL 476  77.1% 1179 -338 2.5 -0.7 703 353 -814 1056 -460 
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4.3 Results of GGM 

GGM results for the two scenarios (reference and decarbonisation) are shown in the tables below. The 

first analysis shows all endogenous capacity expansions of EU28 import pipelines and LNG terminals 

aggregated over the period until 2050. Capacities are reported in TWh/year (1 TWh = 0.0955 bcm, billion 

cubic meter). The expansions are endogenously determined by the GGM, while calibrating model 

outcomes for production and consumption to the PRIMES and WEO outlooks.  

Considering the short-list of PCI projects agreed earlier in the project, the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), 

the Bulgaria and Serbia interconnector (IBS) and Greece and Bulgaria interconnector (IGB) have been 

exogenously included in the input data set as the Final Investment Decision (FID) has been taken.  

Table 5 and Table 6 show the endogenous capacity expansions by GGM for both scenarios, for PCI 

projects and other projects respectively 

Table 5 shows significant endogenous expansions in PCI projects GAS_06, GAS_07, GAS_08, GAS_12, 

GAS_13, GAS_17, GAS_18, and modest expansions for or related to PCI projects GAS_01, GAS_03, GAS_04 

and GAS_16.  
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Table 5. PCI projects - aggregate endogenous expansions 2015-2050 in both scenarios.  

                                                                 

13 Informe de supervisión del mercado mayorista y aprovisionamiento de gas. Expediente IS/DE/004/17 
14 BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2017 

PCI Ou

t 

Inw plann

ed 

expan

sion 

Ref 

endo

g 

Decar

b 

endo

g 

Ref % 

of PCI 

Decarb % 

of PCI 

Comments 

GAS_01 IE LNG 70.1 13.8 10.7 20% 15% Ireland gas supply depends on UK interconnection and domestic Corrib and Kinsale gas fields. 
Shannon LNG will give Ireland access to global LNG supplies and thereby a means to diversify 
supply. In regular situations the capacity of this import terminal is not needed. GGM invest just 20% 
or 15% of the PCI capacity for the Reference and Decarbonization scenarios respectively. However, 
if the capacity is available, it has a distinct positive social welfare impact for the EU28.  

GAS_02 ES PT 25.5    
 

The GGM doesn’t invest endogenously in this PCI and returns no social welfare impact for the EU28. 
There are already two gas interconnections between Spain and Portugal with a total capacity of 
52.56 TWh/year ESP-PRT and 29.2 TWh/year PT-ES. During 2016 the export net balance was of 1.64 
TWh13 from Spain to Portugal. Nevertheless, the 3rd Interconnection Portugal –Spain will favor the 
market integration of the Iberian Natural Gas Market (MIBGAS) and from the point of view of 
security of supply is necessary to meet the N-1 criterion for the Portuguese natural gas system, 
considering a total failure of the regasification terminal in Sines.  

 PT ES 25.5     

GAS_03 ES FR 83.9 3.4  4% 
 

Spain and France have seven and four regasification terminals respectively and Spain is connected 
via pipeline to Algeria (Tarifa and Medgaz), which could be used to diversify gas supplied 
throughout the EU and reduce EU dependence on Russia. However, there are network constraints 
between Spain and France, as well as related north-south problems in the French network. GGM 
invests in this interconnection, but not significantly (around 4% interconnection ES-FR and 16% FR-
ES from the PCI planned capacities). This suggests that the model invests mainly in MIDCAT 
interconnection in order to integrate France with the Iberian Peninsula but not for allowing Spain 
LNG supply to flow to the rest of EU. The GGM returns a positive impact of 8.25 million EUR 
(extrapolated) in social welfare for the project.  

 
FR ES 58.4 9.5  16% 

 

GAS_04 DZ IT 94.2     This gas pipeline will run from Algeria to Italy via Sardinia. GGM doesn’t invest and displays no net 
benefit for the EU28. The rest of the models consider the GALSI project as critical. However, the 
GGM invests endogenously 58.2 TWh/year in the pipeline from Libya to Italy, up to predefined 
upper limit. This shows the necessity of increasing imports from the North of Africa as an alternative 
to Russian gas supply. Italy’s major supplier is Russia (35% of the demand14) and the second most 
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important exporter is Algeria (connected via pipeline through Tunisia with the Trans-
Mediterranean Pipeline). Italy is also connected to Libya with the Greenstream pipeline, can import 
gas from the northwest European hubs (Netherlands and Norway) and has also three regasification 
terminals. Therefore, Italy is well connected in terms of diversity of supply. 

GAS_05 CZ PL 80.0     The aim of the Czech-Polish pipeline project (STORK II) is to increase the existing transmission 
capacity between the two countries strengthening the flexibility and reliability of natural gas 
transport and the integration of markets in Central and Eastern Europe. The GGM doesn’t invest in 
this project as Poland has plenty inward pipeline capacity (550 TWh/year and 50 TWh/year 
regasification). The extrapolated social welfare for the EU28 is negligible. 

GAS_06 PL SK 52.5 178.3 145.4 339% 277% This PCI is considered as critical. The GGM yields a high positive impact in social welfare (276 million 
EUR Extrapolated) for the Poland – Slovakia Gas Interconnector and it invests more than three times 
the PCI capacity in the interconnection from Poland to Slovakia. This reflects the necessity of 
alternatives paths for Russian gas due to the stop on Russian gas flows through the Ukraine. 
Additionally, the connection of the Polish and Slovak gas networks may enable access to gas 
supplies from the Southern Corridor (supplies from the Caspian Sea region and access to LNG 
supplies from the Adriatic Sea) to Poland helping to ensure diversification and stability of gas 
supplies to both countries.  

 
SK PL 63.7 10.1 7.6 16% 12% 

GAS_07 AT CZ 73.5 37.9 31.7 52% 43% In the Bidirectional Austrian-Czech Interconnector (BACI), GGM suggests that while there might be 
sufficient interest in shipping gas through Austria to Czech Republic (positive net benefit for EU) 
there is minimum interest in paying for flows in the opposite direction. However, GGM investment 
in Austria to Czech Republic interconnector is only 52% from the PCI project capacity in the 
Reference scenario and 43% in the Decarbonization. The whole project returns a positive social 
welfare impact of 74-77 million EUR (extrapolated). 

 
CZ AT 73.5     

GAS_08 HR LNG 38.7 52.2 43.1 135% 111% KRK LNG in Croatia, allows LNG supplies to flow into the Balkans and Central Europe. GGM invests in this 
LNG terminal endogenously 35% more than the PCI capacity in the Reference scenario and 11% 
more than the PCI capacity for the Decarbonization scenario.  

GAS_10 GR LNG 38.7     Aegean LNG terminal, in northern Greece, will aim to supply gas to south-eastern Europe via the 
Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria (IGB), that will cross through Greece and will help Bulgaria to 
reduce its reliance on Russian gas. GGM doesn’t invest and displays no net benefit for the EU28. The 
IGB pipeline (Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria) and TAP PCI (Turkey, Greece, Albania and Italy) 
projects, which include Greece, have been exogenously included in the input data set as they are 
already FID projects. Additionally, an exogenous regasification capacity expansion from 54 
TWh/year to 145 TWh/year has been included.  
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^Notes to table: The first three columns indicate the PCI number and infrastructure. Column PCI planned is for comparison only. In this analysis they were NOT included. Ref and Decarb endog 

are the aggregate endogenous capacity expansions by the model in both scenarios. Ref and Decarb % of PCI are the endogenous capacity expansions indicate the ration of the endogenous 

expansions and the PCI plan 

GAS_12 HU SI 13.9 18.7 19.7 134% 141% The GGM considers the Hungary Slovenia PCI gas interconnector as critical, investing 134% the PCI 
capacity in the HU-SI direction and 141% the PCI capacity in the other direction for the Reference 
scenario. Its importance is also displayed in the Decarbonization scenario.   

SI HU 13.9 19.6 17.3 141% 124% 

GAS_13 HU AT 53.1 6.3 11.8 12% 22% For the Corridor Bulgaria-Romania-Hungary-Austria (BRUA) the GGM invests heavily in the 
interconnection between Romania-Hungary (283% the PCI capacity). However, there is no further 
investment on the rest of the project pipelines except for a 12% of the PCI capacity in the 
interconnection between Hungary to Austria. In terms of impact in social welfare for the EU28, the 
project returns 119 million EUR (extrapolated). 

 HU RO 27.9     

 RO BG 10.7     

 RO HU 17.9 50.6 52.4 283% 293% 

GAS_15 BG TR 35.4     ITB Interconnection between Turkey and Bulgaria, enables diversification being an alternative 
supply route, giving access to all existing and future entry points and sources of Turkey, such as 
Azerbaijan and other natural gas and LNG spot supplies from the existing terminals in Turkey. The 
GGM only invest endogenously a 10% of the total capacity in the TR-BG direction but the whole 
project returns a positive discounted social welfare. 

 
TR BG 35.4 3.4  10% 

 

GAS_16 EE FI 28.8 10.2 9.6 35% 33% From the BALTI project, the GGM only invests in the interconnection between Estonia and Finland 
and in Estonia’s regasification terminal. Estonia is connected via pipeline to Russia and to Latvia. 
The regasification terminal will allow Estonia to include non-Russian gas sources. Latvia and Finland 
would logically benefit from the Estonian LNG terminal and Baltic countries and Finland will be 
connected by pipeline. With the exception of Lithuania, who has its own regasification terminal, 
Baltic countries and Finland are heavily dependent on Russian supplies. The GGM yields a positive 
discounted social welfare impact for the BALTI project for the EU28. 

 EE LV 38.3     

 FI EE 28.8     

 LT LV 20.9     

 LV EE 15.3     

 LV LT 21.9     

 EE LNG 44.0 8.8 7.6 20% 17% 

GAS_17 DK PL 112.0     The Baltic Pipe project will enable the supply of gas from Poland to the Danish and Swedish 
markets. The GGM invest 48% the PCI capacity in this direction. 
At the same time, the Baltic Pipe creates a new gas supply corridor that makes possible to transport 
gas from fields in Norway to the Danish and Polish markets. However, GGM doesn´t invest in this 
flow direction. Additionally, this PCI project returns a negative discounted social welfare (-5.82 
million EUR (extrapolated)).  

 
PL DK 33.3 16.1 9.9 48% 30% 

GAS_18 LT PL 18.6     
GGM invests in the gas interconnector in the flow direction Poland to Lithuania but not in the other 
direction. Nevertheless, the GGM yields a positive net benefit for the GIPL PCI interconnector for the 
EU28.  

 
PL LT 27.0 12.9 12.3 48% 46% 
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Next, Table 6 shows endogenous expansions in Europe for infrastructure not marked as PCI projects. Some of these can be interpreted as alternatives for PCI projects. 

For instance, the model recognizes the need for additional capacity, but does not consider geopolitical considerations or account for other project specific conditions 

which might favour the PCI project over the model result.  

 

Table 6. Non-PCI projects: aggregate endogenous expansions 2015-2050 (in TWh/y). 

Out Inw Ref 

endo

g 

Decar

b 

endog 

Comment 

DE DK 20.0 
 

Denmark has initially one inward capacity from Germany of 37 TWh. This is expanded to 57 TWh in later years, in the reference scenario. 
In the decarbonisation scenario there is no endogenous investment.  

DK SE 14.8 6.5 There is an interconnection of 32.12 TWh between Denmark and Sweden. GGM invests in both scenarios in this interconnection. The 
Baltic Pipe project (PCI 17) connecting Poland and Denmark, will enable supply via Poland to the Danish and Swedish markets.  

CH FR 47.2 14.9 The GGM invests in the Interconnection between Switzerland and France, in that flow direction. It also invests in a regasification terminal 
in France (see row below). This shows the necessity of more capacity in France. 

FR LNG 62.3 13.0 The GGM invests in a regasification capacity adding to the three existing regasification terminals in France. 

IT SI 6.7 3.9 The GGM suggests increasing the gas interconnection between Italy and Slovenia. This interconnection will favor Slovenia access to 
North Africa gas (e.g., from Algeria)  

LY IT 58.2 58.2 The GGM invests in both first and second stage 58.2 TWh/year (which is the assumed maximum of 20% of existing capacity) in the 
interconnection between Libya and Italy. However, Libyan gas supply may not be available, and this result should rather be interpreted as 
support for PCI project 4: Algeria - Italy  

RU BY 302.3 246.3 The termination of Russian flows through Ukraine requires the consideration of options allowing Gazprom’s gas flows to Central and 
Eastern Europe. This investment reflects this necessity. 

UA LNG 105.9 105.3 The investment in a regasification terminal in the Ukraine is a direct consequence of the expiry of the current Russia-Ukraine transit (and supply) contract 
in 201915 

 

                                                                 

15 Ukraine has potential to construct an LNG terminal at the Black Sea. However, LNG tankers are not allowed to pass the Bosporus and Dardanelles straits of Turkey due to safety concerns. Until this 
constraint is lifted, no LNG from the global markets can reach Ukraine. 
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To assess the welfare impacts, we exogenously include PCI capacities for specific projects one at a time (PINT) into the model in the first model year after their 

commissioning, hence in in 2020 or 2025. The model can still endogenously invest in additional capacity. Since investment cost fall in the period before the 

commissioning year, we do not see a savings effect of not having to invest anymore in exogenously included capacities.  

 

Table 7. Aggregate EU28 discounted social welfare impact – Mn EUR (2015). 

   REFERENCE SCENARIO DECARBONIZATION SCENARIO 

PCI Name from cons prod trad TSO SSO  SW SW extrapolated cons prod trad TSO SSO  SW SW extrapolated 

GAS_01 Shannon 
LNG 

2020 
18.1 -3.3 1.4 -6.9 -0.2  9.0 43.65 25.9 -5.2 2.8 -13.5 -0.3  9.7 47.05 

GAS_02 ES-PT 2025       0.0        0.0  

GAS_03 MIDCAT 2025 69.0 -6.6 -35.4 -18.7 -6.5  1.7 8.25 83.0 -13.7 -35.0 -26.9 -3.5  3.9 18.92 

GAS_04 Galsi  2020       0.0        0.0  

GAS_05 Stork II 2020 -0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0  0.1 0.49       0.0  

GAS_06 PL-SK 2020 48.2 -8.2 3.3 13.1 0.4  56.9 275.97 52.6 -16.2 3.7 11.4 1.7  53.2 258.02 
GAS_07 BACI 2020 23.1 -2.7 -2.4 -5.3 2.4  15.2 73.72 25.8 -2.7 -1.8 -6.5 1.2  15.9 77.12 

GAS_08 Krk LNG 2020       0.0        0.0  

GAS_10 GR LNG 2020       0.0        0.0  

GAS_12 HU-SI 2020 1.2 -0.4 0.0 4.3 0.0  5.0 24.25 3.0 -1.4 0.2 3.0 0.0  4.8 23.28 

GAS_13 BRUA 2025 6.6 29.2 3.3 -14.9 0.5  24.6 119.31 7.5 26.8 1.7 -6.8 0.5  29.6 143.56 
GAS_15 ITB 2020 46.6 -16.3 -0.6 -24.3 0.1  5.6 27.16 17.6 -5.6 0.0 -3.1 0.3  9.2 44.62 

GAS_16 BALTI 2020 28.7 3.7 0.2 -17.6 0.2  15.3 74.21 30.3 3.7 0.1 -19.0 0.2  15.4 74.69 

GAS_17 Baltic 
pipe  

2025 
12.0 -0.8 1.3 -13.6 -0.3  -1.2 -5.82 26.4 -11.7 -0.8 -30.0 -0.1  -16.2 -78.57 

GAS_18 GIPL 2020 24.8 3.5 -2.7 -1.2 -0.5  23.9 115.91 20.8 7.5 -2.8 6.7 -1.4  30.9 149.87 

^Notes to table: EU28 SW impacts. Specification of column contents:  

 cons is consumer welfare, the triangle area between the inverse demand curve and the price;  
 prod is producer profits, the difference between the sales revenues to traders and the production costs; 
 trad is trader profits: the sales revenues to consumers, minus purchase cost from producers, minus costs (including congestion fees) for using transmission arcs and 

storages; 
 TSO and SSO are congestion fees minus investment costs for endogenous expansions. 
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 SW: social welfare is the sum of the previous five. 
 SW extrapolated is the SW value extrapolated to account for the model only including every fifth year, including a discounting effect. 

 

Table 8. PCI projects - summarized results 

PCI Name Significant endogenous expansions by GGM Social welfare analysis, considering EU28 agents only Conclusion – not 

considering 

investment costs 

 GAS_01 Shannon LNG 

Ireland 

Modest 15%-20% of PCI capacity Modest. Consumers benefit significantly, over 100 Mn 

EUR; producers and TSO lose more than half of this gain. 

Hardly needed in 

regular situations 

 GAS_02 ES-PT None None Not needed in 

regular situations 

 GAS_03 Midcat  Very minor, BUT in reference only. ALSO see below; FR 

expands regasification capacity significantly, and CH–FR 

pipeline especially in reference. 

Modest. Consumers benefit in the order of 400 Mn, but 

75%-85% of this lost by other agents. 

Consider in light 

of other 

expansions 

 GAS_04 Galsi NONE, BUT endogenously 58 TWh/year pipeline LY-IT, 

which may not be available in current market. 

None, but. Investments LY-IT occur in all runs in first two 

periods up to predefined upper limit 

Positive in light of 

other expansion 

 GAS_05 Stork II None. Poland has plenty inward pipeline capacity (550 

TWh/year and 50 TWh/year regasification). 

Negligible Not needed in 

regular situations 

 GAS_06 PL – SK  Significant more than the PCI capacity in PL-SK, but not 

other way around: Minor expansions add up to 10.0 

TWh/year or 7.6 TWh/year (and see PCI 5). 

GGM invests more, no SW impact from exogenous PCI 

inclusion 

Positive 

 GAS_07 BACI Significant part of the PCI capacity AT-CZ (about half of 

it) 

Modest. Consumers gain in the order of 100 Mn EUR, and 

SSO 5-10 Mn EUR. Over one third of this lost by other 

agents. 

Unsure 

 GAS_08 KRK LNG Significant GGM invests more than the PCI capacity GGM invests more, no SW from exogenous inclusion. Positive 
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 GAS_10 GR LNG None. But exogenous regasification capacity expansion 

from 54 to 145 TWh/y. 

None Not needed in 

regular situations. 

 GAS_12 HU-SI Significant more than PCI capacity in both directions GGM invests more, no SW impact exogenous inclusion. Positive 

 GAS_13 BRUA Significant more than the PCI capacity RO-HU – but no 

other. 

Modest. Producers gain in order of 150 Mn, consumers in 

order of 35 Mn EUR, TSO loses significantly. Final gain still 

in order of 100 – 125 Mn EUR. 

Positive for one 

pipeline 

 GAS_15 ITB Minimal expansion from TR-BG. Modest. Consumer benefit order 100 – 200 Mn EUR; in 

reference largely at the expense of producers and TSO, 

and only 30 – 45 Mn total SW gain remains. 

Not needed in 

regular situations 

 GAS_16 BALTI (Combi) Mixed, modest. Significant part of the PCI capacity 

pipeline EE-FI, about one third, and one fifth EE 

regasification terminal. BUT Regasification used by FI. 

Modest. Consumers gain 125 – 150 Mn EURO, but mostly 

at the expense of TSO. Total SW gain about 75 Mn EUR. 

Not needed in 

regular situations 

 GAS_17 Baltic pipe Significant part of PCI capacity: PL-DK, one third (10) to 

half (17). DK initially one inward from DE at 37 TWh. This 

is expanded to 57 in later years, in reference only. (See 

also PCI 5 and DK-SE connection). 

Consumers gain 50-100 mln, but overall negative 

impact, especially TSO. 

DK may need 

inward capacity 

 GAS_18 GIPL Significant part PCI capacity: PL-LT about half. No other 

see PCI5. 

Modest. Total gain order 120 - 150 Mn EUR. Consumer 

gain significantly, producers to some extent 

Consider 
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4.4 Comparison of modelling results 

Table 9. Comparison of modelling results 
  

RAMONA EGMM WGMM GGM 

GAS_01 Shannon LNG and 
pipeline 

x x x x 

GAS_02 ES-PT - - - - 
GAS_03 Midcat x - - x 
GAS_04 Galsi x - - x 
GAS_05 Stork II - - - - 
GAS_06 Poland – Slovakia 

interconnector 
x - - x 

GAS_07 BACI - - - x 
GAS_08 Krk Lng x x x x 
GAS_09 IGB 

x 
in 

reference 
in 

reference 
in 

reference 
GAS_10 Aegean LNG 

x 
in 

reference 
in 

reference 
- 

GAS_11 IBS 
x 

in 
reference 

in 
reference 

in 
reference 

GAS_12 HU-SI x x x x 
GAS_13 RO-BG - - - -  

RO-HU 
x - - x 

GAS_14 TAP and TANAP 
- 

in 
reference 

in 
reference 

in 
reference 

GAS_15 ITB x x x x 
GAS_16 BALTI EE-FI x x x x 
GAS_16 BALTI LT-LV x x x - 
GAS_16 BALTI LV_EE - x x - 
GAS_16 BALTI TALLING LNG - x x x 
GAS_17 Baltic pipe - - - x 
GAS_18 GIPL x x x x 

Note: x denotes the investment in new capacity. In case of RAMONA and GGM, the result is based on 

endogeneous investment. In case of EGMM and WGMM, result is based on PINT NPV methodology, if NPV 

is positive in either the hosting countries or the EU-28 level. 
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Main reasons for the differences in the modelling results stem from (first) in the differences of the input 

data set on future infrastructure assumptions, (second) in the differences of infrastructure representation 

and (third) in the differences between the modelling methodologies, (fourth) differences in seasonality 

assumptions, and (fifth) market power assumptions. 

First: harmonisation of current infrastructure was performed before modelling, but future pipelines are 

different. As a coordinated hypothesis, all models expect no major transit flows via the Ukraine after 2019, 

but they offer different solutions for the missing supply routes. EGMM/WGMM assumes that projects 

listed in the latest TYNDP of ENTSOG (dec 2016) to have reached FID (Final Investment Decision) are part 

of the reference. The most important large pipeline projects are TAP / TANAP and Nord Stream 2.16 At the 

writing of this case study (Feb 2018) TAP is more than 2/3 completed,17 hence it is very likely to be 

commissioned by 2020. On the other hand Nord Stream 2 is in permitting phase18 with some construction 

contracts already awarded and pipelines produced. US sanction policy and opposition against this project 

might hinder the pipeline to be commissioned by 2019. RAMONA performs investment endogeneously, 

but projects could only be selected from the shortlisted PCIs and this is why the investment into GALSI 

was reasonable. GGM was allowed to perform endogeneous investment without restrictions, and the 

model suggested a new pipeline from Russia via Belarus to European markets and a new connection of 

Italian markets to Africa (Libya-Italy pipeline). 

Second: RAMONA does not have a storage representation, therefore the flexibility market is reduced, and 

more pipeline capacity is needed. The MIDCAT project might be an example for this. Storages are 

represented in both GGM and EGMM/WGMM, therefore no excess flexibility is needed, this might be the 

reason of lower investment need.  

Third: RAMONA and GGM analysed all infrastructure projects at the same time. The advantage of this 

methodology is that synergies between projects can be better captured. The investment into PL-SK and 

Baltic pipeline might be a result of such synergies.  

Fourth: considering seasonality, and higher willingness to pay in winter months will automatically lead to 

higher consumer surplus impact from additional capacity. Additionally, higher flow volumes will cause 

more bottlenecks and higher congestion fees. Also seasonal flows may have different directions, which 

would not show in a model with yearly average flows. 

Fifth: market power exerting suppliers have an incentive to diversify their consumer portfolio. This causes 

larger demand and willingness to pay for transportation capacity, even if total export amounts might be 

lower than in a perfectly competitive market. Moreover, considering market power behaviour of LNG 

suppliers in combination with high investment cost may make regasification capacity investment in 

Ireland less interesting than in a perfectly competitive market.  

The results are based on using PRIMES data accounting for net calorific values. Gross calorific values are 

about 10% higher, and would have result in larger expansions and welfare impacts.  

                                                                 

16 These two projects aim to deliver gas to the EU from outside producers TAP delivers Azeri gas to Italy on a long term 
contract basis, while Nord Stream 2 intends to deliver additional gas to Norther Europe and to allow for further reduction 
of gas deliveries of Russia through Ukraine.  
17 https://www.tap-ag.com/pipeline-construction/construction-progress 
18  https://www.nord-stream2.com/media-info/news-events/nord-stream-2-receives-permit-for-german-territorial-waters-
82/ 
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5 Strategic behaviour assessment with EGMM 
If gas has a significant role in the decarbonisation, one has to consider the concentrated upstream nature 

of the European markets (ie. high import dependency and market concentration on the upstream). 

Investments in the European gas network may be affected by the pricing and marketing strategy of the 

upstream exporters/major suppliers.  

EGMM assumes perfect competition in the modelled region, not taking into account the strategic 

behaviour of major suppliers of Europe. GGM considers strategic behaviour by setting the market power 

of each traders on a scale between perfectly competitive and Cournot competition. For this reason, a 

separate analysis by EGMM was performed to show the effects of the PCIs on the strategic behaviour of 

Russia and Norway.  

Russia (~33%), Norway (~23%) and Algeria (~8%)19 are the major pipeline suppliers of the EU-28. For this 

modelling exercise we considered Russia and Norway to be capable of strategic behaviour, ie. by setting 

the price of spot traded gas marketed on the European market unilaterally.20 Profit levels of Russia and 

Norway, consumer surplus and total welfare of EU-28 were assessed on a range of ±5 EUR/MWh 

compared to the reference case spot prices. Two states of the world were modelled, one with the PCIs 

selected by the models, and one without the new projects. Modelling was done for year 2030, to highlight 

how the dwindling European production affects both the option for market power exertion of the major 

actors and how this affects the feasibility of projects. 

The following PCIs are built by 2030 based on the results of Chapter 4: 

 GAS_01 Shannon LNG 

 GAS_08 Krk LNG 

 GAS_09 IGB 

 GAS_10 Aegean LNG 

 GAS_11 IBS 

 GAS_12 HU-SI 

 GAS_15 ITB 

 GAS_16 BALTI (Tallin LNG and Baltic pipelines) 

 GAS_18 GIPL 

Optimal choice of spot pricing is below the reference case spot prices, ie. both players may increase their 

profits by trading their production at a lower price, increasing their pipeline exports to Europe. When new 

PCI projects are commissioned, Norway is better off in 2030 offering higher discount.  

Table 10. Modelled optimal choice of spot gas pricing in EGMM, change of spot price compared to 

reference case, EUR/MWh  

EUR/MWh 

change 
RU NO 

 Without With Without With 

2030 -2 -2 -1 -4 

 

                                                                 

19 Based on Eurostat and IEA Gas trade flows in Europe database, 2016 
20 Algeria was assumed to be a price-taker, as Algerian does not market its production on a spot basis only by long-term 
contracts, as opposed to Norway and Russia. 
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Comparing profit levels, it is apparent that the new infrastructure (especially the LNG regasification 

terminals) is creating option for alternative supply, cutting into the profits of the major suppliers. If these 

major players are allowed to accommodate to the changing nature of the markets, exporters are forced 

to sell at a lower spot price to maximize their profits. Therefore it can be concluded that PCI projects 

constrain the possibility for strategic behaviour of the major suppliers of Europe. 

Table 11. Modelled profit level of major gas suppliers to Europe in EGMM for 2030, Bn EUR/year (2030 

EUR) 

Profits, 

Bn 

EUR/year 

RU NO 

Without With Without With 

2030 30.41 30.10 15.35 14.88 

 

Considering the European consumers and European welfare effects, significant welfare gains are 

modelled. If the selected PCI projects are commissioned, consumer surplus is increased by 460 Mn 

EUR/year. Total welfare effects are similarly 380 Mn EUR higher. The reason for the lower total welfare 

effects than consumer surplus is the fact that some European market actors (LTC holders and domestic 

European gas producers) lose profits due to the lower gas prices. Total investment cost of the selected 

infrastructure is 2600 Mn EUR (in real 2015 EUR), considering a 4% discount rate and 25 years of lifetime, 

the investments are recovered (NPV of 844 Mn EUR in real 2015 EUR considering the total welfare effects).  

Table 12. Modelled consumer surplus and total welfare change in EGMM for 2030, Mn EUR/year (2030 

EUR) 

MnEUR/year 

change 

Consumer 

surplus 

Total 

welfare 

2030 461 382 

 

Overall, strategic behaviour of the major pipeline suppliers of Europe can not jeopardize the PCI 

investment. PCI investments on the other hand have measurable effect on the profit levels and the 

strategy of the upstream pipeline suppliers: profits are lower in case the PCI projects are commissioned, 

mainly due to increased competition from the global LNG markets. European consumers surplus and total 

welfare is increased in the model runs which include the new PCI projects. Social benefits generated by 

the projects are covering the investment costs.  

6 Policy recommendations 
The decarbonization goals do not need much investment on gas infrastructure, as the demand 

projections of PRIMES (both reference and EUCO30) are showing a decreasing gas demand, that can be 

served by the current infrastructure. However, a limited number of PCIs are needed due to the decreasing 

domestic production within the EU. The results  are robust in this sense as four modelling tools using the 

same input data but different modelling approaches, geographical scope and data granularity delivered 

the same outputs. 

Despite certain differences in results, the models used in this case study analysis deliver very similar PCI 

lists to be implemented. Robust results are modelled by the four tools in all simulated scenarios, the 

following PCIs are to be commissioned: Shannon LNG terminal in Ireland, Krk LNG terminal in Croatia, 

Interconnector between Hungary and Slovenia, Interconnector between Turkey and Bulgaria, Baltic 
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cluster (Tallin LNG and Baltic pipelines), Interconnector between Poland and Lithuania. Note that this 

investment need is highly influenced by the assumption that there is no Russian gas transited via the 

existing pipeline system in Ukraine after 2019. 

For several PCI projects none of the models provide support for their economic or welfare-based 

feasibility. These are the third interconnector between Spain and Portugal, the extension of capacities the 

Czech Republic and Poland (Stork II) and the BRUA pipeline due to high costs. 

Cost-benefit analysis should take into account and monetize the security of supply benefits related to 

capacity extensions. Considering disruption scenarios is likely to lead to more and higher reverse flow 

capacities, which especially in models with yearly resolution would never be invested in. EGMM analysis 

did account for a security of supply event in a January month disrupting the largest pipeline supplying 

the EU, which is Nord Stream 2. Security of supply welfare benefits were incorporated into the final NPV 

results with a 5% weight (the probability of a one-in-twenty years disruption). Still, the security of supply 

related benefits are small and do not change the PCI evaluation result significantly. This is due to the 

investments of the last decade leading to an already well-interconnected European gas network. 

The results also highlight the importance of data input harmonization and the need to apply different 

infrastructure scenarios on future infra and to perform sensitivities on major infrastructure assumptions. 

Analysis shows that modelling is an appropriate tool to quantify benefits, and efforts to push decision 

makers to rely on them are well-founded.  

It should be also noted that the current PCI regulation creates a perverse incentive for investors to arrive 

to an unfeasible business plan which may qualify them for CEF funding. 

In the context of the SET-Plan objectives and the decarbonization of the energy system, it is not yet clear 

what role gas will play in the horizon until 2050. If gas-fired power will be used mainly as a backup for 

intermittent renewable generation, the expansions of the gas network will have other welfare 

consequences compared to a situation wherein gas-fired power combined with CCS will be base-load 

supply.  

Based on the results obtained in our analyses, we suggest that a broader perspective in PCI welfare 

analysis, considering intermittency and generation uncertainty of RES and other uncertain aspects, 

should be considered.  
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7 Annex 1: Methodology for selecting the shortlist of 

PCIs to be analysed 
The goal of the case study is to get a comprehensive view on the PCI evaluation methodology. For this 

reason, a subset of the total PCI list is ample for analysis. The 2015 list of PCIs21 contains 77 unique natural 

gas infrastructure projects (The full list of PCIs in contained in Table 15). Using pre-defined selection 

criteria, we narrowed down this list to a more manageable number of projects for analysis, which helps 

to conduct a sound but efficient analysis. Selection criteria applied were: 

1) PCI should have effect on cross-border capacities or LNG import capacities. Since in all 

models involved in the analysis each node represents a country-level market, projects affecting 

internal market capacities can only be analysed if they have significant cross-border effect.  

2) Storages are not analysed. Storage infrastructure in the European market is over-built and 

under-utilised. Summer-winter spreads have diminished and do not allow cost recovery. For this 

reason, investment into storages is not considered.  

3) One project is selected from competing infrastructure. PCI projects may present a possibility 

of developing either one route or another, or placing an LNG terminal in either one of two 

neighbouring ports. In this case, only one infrastructure is selected. Out of the competing 

projects, the one with CEF funding will be selected. (Eg. BRUA/TESLA/Eastring) 

4) Project connects a market with no gas consumption to the grid. Modelling new market 

connections is possible but poses great difficulties for correctly estimating demand. Therefore 

we omit connection to new gas markets. 

5) Stage 2 investments are not included.  

6) Stand-alone reverse flow projects are not evaluated. Stand-Alone reverse flows are to be 

considered obligatory projects by the regulation 994/2013 and for this reason not required 

Using these selection criteria, the list containing 77 PCIs was narrowed down to a shortlist of 19 pipelines 

and 4 LNG terminals, 23 projects altogether.  

Most PCIs are located in Eastern Europe and the Baltics. The reason for this is the fact that the natural gas 

network is already more meshed in the Western part of Europe, where fewer network developments are 

needed. The PCIs are categorized by three main priority corridors, the sheer number of projects in the 

Priority Corridors reflect the fact that the South-Eastern European and Baltic region is in need of more 

investment to allow for the operation of a sound natural gas market.  

                                                                 

21 COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2016/89 of 18 November 2015 amending Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the Union list of projects of common interest 
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Table 13. Number of PCIs by Priority Corridor in the 2015 PCI list and number of shortlisted projects for 

analysis 
 

Total 

number 

of PCIs 

Included 

on 

shortlist 

Share 

Priority Corridor North-South Gas Interconnections in 

Western Europe (“NSI West Gas”) 

15 4 27% 

Priority Corridor North-South Gas Interconnections in 

Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe  

(“NSI East Gas”)  

42 12 29% 

Priority corridor Southern Gas Corridor (“SGC”)  10 3 30% 

Priority Corridor Baltic Energy Market Interconnection 

Plan in Gas (“BEMIP Gas”)  

10 4 40% 

Total 77 23 23% 

 

The number of projects selected is still too high for analysis. Furthermore, some projects are not feasible 

without the realisation of another pipeline infrastructure in place, eg. the TAP pipeline transmits the gas 

through Greece through Albania to Italy, but to do so the source first must be transported via the TANAP 

pipeline from Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan to Turkey. Clustering was performed in the following cases: 

 Projects 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 are to be considered a clustered project to allow for the evacuation of 

LNG from Croatia to Hungary. The reason for clustering was the fact that network development 

6.5.2 is not necessary if the terminal 6.5.1 is not in place.  

 Projects 6.24.1, 6.24.2 and 6.24.3 are making up the BRUA corridor phase 1 together, therefore 

these should be bundled 

 Likewise, project 7.4.2. (ITB) is to be evaluated with TANAP in place 

 Project 8.1.1 (Balticonnector) and Paldiski/Tallin LNG are to be bundled with the Baltic 

interconnectors 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. 

Table 14 below summarizes the list of PCIs to be evaluated by modelling. In order to perform this exercise, 

technical and financial characteristics of the project should be assessed.  
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Table 14. Shortlist of PCIs to be evaluated 

No. Short name Name of PCI 

1 Shannon LNG 5.3 Shannon LNG Terminal and connecting pipeline (IE) 
2 ES-PT 5.4 3rd interconnection point between Portugal and Spain 
3 MIDCAT 5.5 Eastern Axis Spain - France - interconnection point between Iberian 

Peninsula and France at Le Perthus, including the compressor stations at 
Montpellier and St. Martin de Crau [currently known as “Midcat”] 

4 GALSI 5.20 Gas Pipeline connecting Algeria to Italy (via Sardinia) [currently known as 
“Galsi” pipeline] 

5 STORK 2 6.1.1 Poland — Czech Republic Interconnector [currently known as “Stork II”] 
between Libhošť — Hať (CZ/PL) — Kędzierzyn (PL) 

6 PL-SK 6.2.1 Poland — Slovakia interconnector 
7 BACI 6.4 PCI Bidirectional Austrian — Czech interconnection (BACI) between 

Baumgarten (AT) — Reinthal (CZ/AT) — Brečlav (CZ) 
8 KRK LNG 6.5.1 Phased development of a LNG terminal in Krk (HR) 

6.5.2 Gas pipeline Zlobin — Bosiljevo — Sisak — Kozarac — Slobodnica (HR) 
9 IGB 6.8.1 Interconnection Greece — Bulgaria [currently known as IGB] between 

Komotini (EL) — Stara Zagora (BG) 
10 LNG GR 6.9.1 LNG terminal in northern Greece 
11 IBS 6.10 PCI Gas interconnection Bulgaria - Serbia [currently known as “IBS”] 
12 HU-SI 6.23 Hungary — Slovenia interconnection (Nagykanizsa — Tornyiszentmiklós 

(HU) — Lendava (SI) — Kidričevo)) 
13 BRUA 6.24.1 Romanian-Hungarian reverse flow: Hungarian section 1st stage CS at 

Csanádpalota (1st phase) 
6.24.2 Development on the Romanian territory of the National Gas 
Transmission System on the Bulgaria — Romania — Hungary — Austria 
Corridor — transmission pipeline Podișor — Horia GMS and 3 new compressor 
stations (Jupa, Bibești and Podișor) (1st phase) 
6.24.3 GCA Mosonmagyarovar CS (development on the Austrian side) (1st 
phase) 

14 TAP and 
TANAP 

7.1.1 TANAP 
7.1.3 Gas pipeline from Greece to Italy via Albania and the Adriatic Sea 
[currently known as “Trans- Adriatic Pipeline” (TAP)] 

15 ITB 7.4.2 Interconnector between Turkey and Bulgaria  
[currently known as “ITB”] 

16 
 

BALTI 8.1.1 Interconnector between Estonia and Finland [currently known as 
“Balticconnector”], and 8.1.2 One of the following LNG terminals: 
8.1.2.3 Tallinn LNG (EE) 
8.2.1 Enhancement of Latvia — Lithuania interconnection 
8.2.2 Enhancement of Estonia — Latvia interconnection 

17 BALTIC PIPE 8.3 Poland–Denmark interconnection [currently known as “Baltic Pipe”] 
18 GIPL 8.5 Poland-Lithuania interconnection [currently known as “GIPL”] 
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Table 15. Detailed list of natural gas PCIs and reasoning for omission from analysis 

PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

5.1 Cluster to allow bidirectional flows from 

Northern Ireland to Great Britain and Ireland and 

also from Ireland to United Kingdom, including the 

following PCIs: 

5.1.1 Physical reverse flow at Moffat interconnection point (IE/UK) No 1 

5.1.2 Upgrade of the SNIP (Scotland to Northern Ireland) pipeline 

to accommodate physical reverse flow between Ballylumford and 

Twynholm 

No 1 

5.1.3 Development of the Islandmagee Underground Gas Storage 

(UGS) facility at Larne (Northern Ireland) 

No 2 

- 5.3 Shannon LNG Terminal and connecting pipeline (IE) Yes - 

- 5.4 3rd interconnection point between Portugal and Spain Yes - 

- 5.5 Eastern Axis Spain — France — interconnection point 

between Iberian Peninsula and France at Le Perthus, including the 

compressor stations at Montpellier and St. Martin de Crau 

[currently known as “Midcat”] 

Yes - 

- 5.6 Reinforcement of the French network from South to North — 

Reverse flow from France to Germany at 

Obergailbach/Medelsheim Interconnection point (FR) 

No 6 

5.7 Reinforcement of the French network from 

South to North to create a single market zone, 

including the following PCIs: 

5.7.1 Val de Saône pipeline between Etrez and Voisines (FR) No 1 

5.7.2 Gascogne-Midi pipeline (FR) No 1 

5.8.1 Est Lyonnais pipeline between Saint-Avit and Etrez (FR) No 1 

                                                                 

22 1: no cross-border effect; 2: storage; 3: competing infra; 4: new market; 5: Stage 2 investment 6: Stand-alone reverse flow project 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

5.8 Reinforcement of the French network to support 

South to North flows, including the following PCIs: 

5.8.2 Eridan pipeline between Saint-Martin-de-Crau and Saint-

Avit (FR) 

No 1 

- 5.10 Reverse flow interconnection on TENP pipeline in Germany No 1 

- 5.11 Reverse flow interconnection between Italy and Switzerland 

at Passo Gries interconnection point 

No 6 

- 5.19 Connection of Malta to the European Gas network — 

pipeline interconnection with Italy at Gela and/or offshore 

Floating LNG Storage and Re-gasification Unit (FSRU) 

No 4 

- 5.20 Gas Pipeline connecting Algeria to Italy (via Sardinia) 

[currently known as “Galsi” pipeline] 

Yes - 

6.1 Cluster Czech — Polish interconnection upgrade 

and related internal reinforcements in Western 

Poland, including the following PCIs: 

6.1.1 Poland — Czech Republic Interconnector [currently known 

as “Stork II”] between Libhošť — Hať (CZ/PL) — Kędzierzyn (PL) 

Yes - 

6.1.2 Transmission infrastructure projects between Lwówek and 

Kędzierzyn (PL) 

No 1 

6.1.12 Tvrdonice-Libhošť pipeline, including upgrade of CS 

Břeclav (CZ) 

No 1 

6.2 Cluster Poland — Slovakia interconnection and 

related internal reinforcements in Eastern Poland, 

including the following PCIs: 

6.2.1 Poland — Slovakia interconnector Yes - 

6.2.2 Transmission infrastructure projects between 

Rembelszczyzna and Strachocina (PL) 

No 1 

6.2.3 Transmission infrastructure projects between Tworóg and 

Strachocina (PL) 

No 1 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

- 6.4 PCI Bidirectional Austrian — Czech interconnection (BACI) 

between Baumgarten (AT) — Reinthal (CZ/AT) — Brečlav (CZ) 

Yes - 

6.5 Cluster Krk LNG terminal and evacuation 

pipelines towards Hungary and beyond, including 

the following PCIs: 

6.5.1 Phased development of a LNG terminal in Krk (HR) Yes - 

6.5.2 Gas pipeline Zlobin — Bosiljevo — Sisak — Kozarac — 

Slobodnica (HR) 

Yes - 

6.8 Cluster Interconnection between Greece, 

Bulgaria and Romania, and necessary 

reinforcements in Bulgaria, including the following 

PCIs: 

6.8.1 Interconnection Greece — Bulgaria [currently known as IGB] 

between Komotini (EL) — Stara Zagora (BG) 

Yes - 

6.8.2 Necessary rehabilitation, modernization and expansion of 

the Bulgarian transmission system 

No 1 

6.8.3 Interconnection of the Northern ring of the Bulgarian gas 

transmission system with Podisor — Horia pipeline and 

expansion of capacity on Hurezani-Horia-Csanadpalota section 

No 1 

6.8.4 Gas pipeline aiming at expanding the capacity on the 

interconnection of the Northern ring of the Bulgarian and 

Romanian gas transmission networks 

No 1 

6.9 Cluster LNG terminal in northern Greece, 

including the following PCIs: 

6.9.1 LNG terminal in northern Greece Yes - 

6.9.3 Gas compressor station at Kipi (EL) No 1 

- 6.10 PCI Gas interconnection Bulgaria — Serbia [currently known 

as “IBS”] 

Yes - 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

- 6.15 Interconnection of the national transmission system with the 

international gas transmission pipelines and reverse flow at 

Isaccea (RO) 

No 1 

- 6.18 Adriatica pipeline (IT) No 1 

6.20 Cluster increase storage capacity in South-

Eastern Europe, including one or more of the 

following PCIs: 

6.20.2 Chiren UGS expansion (BG) No 2 

6.20.4 Depomures storage in Romania No 2 

6.20.5 New underground gas storage in Romania No 2 

6.20.6 Sarmasel underground gas storage in Romania No 2 

- 6.23 Hungary — Slovenia interconnection (Nagykanizsa — 

Tornyiszentmiklós (HU) — Lendava (SI) — Kidričevo)) 

Yes - 

6.24 Cluster phased capacity increase on the 

Bulgaria — Romania — Hungary — Austria 

bidirectional transmission corridor (currently known 

as “ROHUAT/BRUA”) to enable 1.75 bcm/a in the first 

phase and 4.4 bcm/a in the second phase, including 

new resources from the Black Sea: 

6.24.1 Romanian-Hungarian reverse flow: Hungarian section 1st 

stage CS at Csanádpalota (1st phase) 

Yes - 

6.24.2 Development on the Romanian territory of the National Gas 

Transmission System on the Bulgaria — Romania — Hungary — 

Austria Corridor — transmission pipeline Podișor — Horia GMS 

and 3 new compressor stations (Jupa, Bibești and Podișor) (1st 

phase) 

Yes - 

6.24.3 GCA Mosonmagyarovar CS (development on the Austrian 

side) (1st phase) 

Yes - 

6.24.4 Városföld-Ercsi– Győr pipeline (capacity 4.4 bcm/a) (HU) No 1 

6.24.5 Ercsi-Százhalombatta pipeline (capacity 4.4 bcm/a) (HU) No 1 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

6.24.6 Városföld compressor station (capacity 4.4 bcm/a) (HU) No 1 

6.24.7 Expansion of the transmission capacity in Romania towards 

Hungary up to 4.4 bcm/year (2nd phase) 

No 5 

6.24.8 Black Sea shore — Podișor (RO) pipeline for taking over the 

Black sea gas 

No 5 

6.24.9 Romanian-Hungarian reverse flow: Hungarian section 2nd 

stage CS at Csanádpalota or Algyő (HU) (capacity 4.4 bcm/a) (2nd 

phase) 

No 5 

6.25 Cluster infrastructure to bring new gas to the 

Central and South-Eastern European region with the 

aim of diversification, including one or more of the 

following PCIs: 

6.25.1 Pipeline system from Bulgaria to Slovakia [currently known 

as “Eastring”] 

No 3 

6.25.2 Pipeline system from Greece to Austria [currently known as 

“Tesla”] 

No 3 

6.25.3 Further enlargement of the Bulgaria — Romania — 

Hungary — Austria bidirectional transmission corridor [currently 

known as “ROHUAT/BRUA”, phase 3] 

No 5 

6.25.4 Infrastructure to allow the development of the Bulgarian 

gas hub 

No 1 

6.26 Cluster Croatia — Slovenia — Austria at 

Rogatec, including the following PCIs: 

6.26.1 Interconnection Croatia — Slovenia (Lučko — Zabok — 

Rogatec) 

No 6 

6.26.2 CS Kidričevo, 2nd phase of upgrade (SI) No 5 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

6.26.3 Compressor stations at the Croatian gas transmission 

system 

No 1 

6.26.4 GCA 2014/04 Murfeld (AT) No 1 

6.26.5 Upgrade of Murfeld/Ceršak interconnection (AT-SI) No 6 

6.26.6 Upgrade of Rogatec interconnection No 6 

7.1 PCI Cluster of integrated, dedicated and scalable 

transport infrastructure and associated equipment 

for the transportation of a minimum of 10 bcm/a of 

new sources of gas from the Caspian Region, 

crossing Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey and 

reaching EU markets in Greece and Italy, and 

including one or more of the following PCIs: 

7.1.1 Gas pipeline to the EU from Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan, 

via Georgia and Turkey, [currently known as the combination of 

“Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline” (TCP), “Expansion of the South-

Caucasus Pipeline” (SCP-(F)X) and “Trans Anatolia Natural Gas 

Pipeline” (TANAP)] 

Yes - 

7.1.2 Gas compressor station at Kipi (EL) No 1 

7.1.3 Gas pipeline from Greece to Italy via Albania and the Adriatic 

Sea [currently known as “TransAdriatic Pipeline” (TAP)] 

Yes - 

7.1.4 Gas pipeline from Greece to Italy [currently known as 

“Poseidon Pipeline”] 

No 3 

7.1.6 Metering and Regulating Stations for the connection of the 

Greek transmission system with TAP 

No 1 

7.1.7 Komotini — Thesprotia pipeline (EL) No 3 

7.3 7.3.1 Pipeline from offshore Cyprus to Greece mainland via Crete 

[currently known as “EastMed Pipeline”] 

No 4 
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PCI cluster PCI name Included on 

shortlist? 

Reason for 

omission22  

7.3.2 Removing internal bottlenecks in Cyprus to end isolation 

and to allow for the transmission of gas from the Eastern 

Mediterranean region 

No 4 

7.4 Cluster of interconnections with Turkey, 

including the following PCIs: 

7.4.1 Gas compressor station at Kipi (EL) No 1 

7.4.2 Interconnector between Turkey and Bulgaria [currently 

known as “ITB”] 

Yes - 

8.1 Cluster diversifying supply in the Eastern Baltic 

Sea Region, including the following PCIs: 

8.1.1 Interconnector between Estonia and Finland [currently 

known as “Balticconnector”], and 8.1.2 One of the following LNG 

terminals: 

Yes - 

8.1.2.2 Paldiski LNG (EE) No 3 

8.1.2.3 Tallinn LNG (EE) Yes - 

8.2 Cluster infrastructure upgrade in the Eastern 

Baltic Sea region, including the following PCIs: 

8.2.1 Enhancement of Latvia — Lithuania interconnection Yes - 

8.2.2 Enhancement of Estonia — Latvia interconnection Yes - 

8.2.4 Enhancement of Inčukalns Underground Gas Storage (LV) No 2 

- 8.3 Poland–Denmark interconnection [currently known as “Baltic 

Pipe”] 

Yes - 

- 8.5 Poland-Lithuania interconnection [currently known as “GIPL”] Yes - 

- 8.6 Gothenburg LNG terminal in Sweden No 4 

- 8.7 Capacity extension of Świnoujście LNG terminal in Poland No 5 
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8 Annex 2: Estimating investment cost of pipelines 
Technical characteristics have been submitted by project promoters to the European Commission23 and 

to the ENTSOG Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP)24 as well. Since ENTSOG TYNDP offers the 

most detailed technical information on the projects – including diameter, technical capacity of the 

interconnector, the required investment in compressor stations and year of commissioning – we opt to 

use the technical data based on this publication.  

Some investment cost data are reported in the PCI information sheets and fiches, but data quality is 

uneven among the various projects. We used a simplified cost-estimation method for one-time 

investment costs based on ACER publication “Report on unit investment cost indicators and 

corresponding reference values for electricity and gas infrastructure - gas infrastructure” 25 . The 

publication lists benchmark investment costs for new onshore pipeline and compressor station 

investment. Offshore pipeline costs were estimated by applying a factor of 2.5.26 CAPEX data applied for 

pipelines, compressor stations and LNG terminals are listed in the tables below. ACER noted in its PCI 

report that investment cost reported by project promoters is somewhat higher that the benchmark costs 

in Western Europe.27 

Table 16. 2015 benchmark indexed unit investment cost of transmission pipelines (average values) 

PIPELINE DIAMETER <16”  

<DN500 

16-27” 

DN 500 

28-35” 

DN 800 

36-47” 

DN 1000 

48-57” 

DN 1200 

Average unit cost, real 

2015 EUR/km 

643 936 746 801 847 966 1 427 041 2 098 567 

Source: ACER Report On Unit Investment Cost Indicators And Corresponding Reference Values For Electricity 

And Gas Infrastructure: Electricity Infrastructure (Version: 1.1 August 2015) 

Table 17. 2015 benchmark indexed unit investment cost of compressor stations (average values) 

PIPELINE DIAMETER GAS DRIVE, NEW GAS DRIVE, EXPANSION 

Average unit cost, real 2015 EUR/MW 2 100 609 1 534 459 

Source: ACER Report On Unit Investment Cost Indicators And Corresponding Reference Values For Electricity 

And Gas Infrastructure: Electricity Infrastructure (Version: 1.1 August 2015) 

Table 18. 2015 benchmark indexed unit investment cost of LNG regasification terminals (avg. values) 

COST COMPONENT UNIT AVERAGE 

LNG storage capacity Real 2015 EUR/m3 LNG 2.853 

Send-out capacity Real 2015 EUR/(nm3/h) 819 

Docking terminal Real 2015 EUR/m3 LNG largest ship 3.934 

Source: ACER Report On Unit Investment Cost Indicators And Corresponding Reference Values For Electricity 

And Gas Infrastructure: Electricity Infrastructure (Version: 1.1 August 2015) 

                                                                 

23 Technical Information on the current list of PCIs (https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/technical_docu.pdf) and 
the unique fiches of PCIs.  
24 http://www.entsog.eu/public/uploads/files/publications/TYNDP/2016/TYNDP053-161021_Projects-Details.pdf 
25 http://www.acer.europa.eu/official_documents/acts_of_the_agency/publication/uic%20report%20-
%20gas%20infrastructure.pdf 
26 The value of the factor was based on the investment cost premium of Nord Stream offshore pipeline, which cost 
roughly 2.5 more than the onshore pipelines with the same parameters. 
27 ACER (2017): Consolidated Report on the progress of electricity and gas projects of Common Interest for the year 2016 
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Investment costs were estimated using the aforementioned benchmark values and the capacity data 

provided by ENTSOG TYNDP. The table below summarizes the technical data and the investment costs 

related to each infrastructure project analysed, listed by affected countries.  

Table 19. Basic technical parameters and estimated investment cost of infrastructure projects 

No. Short name 
From 

market 

To 

market 

Max. flow 

GWh/day 
Year 

Inv. from 

market 

Mn EUR 

Inv. to 

market 

Mn EUR 

1 SHANNON LNG LNG IE 191.1 2019 - 551 

2 ES-PT 
ES PT 70 2021 81 137 

PT ES 70 2021 - - 

3 MIDCAT 
ES FR 230 2022 333 0 

FR ES 160 2022 - - 

4 GALSI DZ IT 258 2019 1058 1482 

5 STORK 2 
PL CZ 153.2 2019 418 346 

CZ PL 219.1 2019 - - 

6 PL-SK 
PL SK 144 2019 571 176 

SK PL 174.6 2019 - - 

7 BACI 
AT CZ 201.4 2020 71 10 

CZ AT 201.4 2020 - - 

8 KRK LNG 
LNG HR 107 2019 - 376 

HR HU 50 2019 257 0 

9 IGB GR BG 60.5 2018 199 0 

10 LNG GR LNG GR 187.5 2018 - 574 

11 IBS 
RS BG 51 2019 92 53 

BG RS 51 2019 - - 

12 HU-SI 
HU SI 38.2 2020 50 55 

SI HU 38.2 2020 - - 

13 BRUA 

RO BG 29.3 2023 813 0 

RO HU 48.9 2023 0 19 

HU RO 76.5 2023 312 0 

HU AT 145.5 2023 - - 

15 ITB 

AZ TR 490 2020 0 3985 

TR BG 97 2020 110 92 

BG TR 97 2020 - - 

16 BALTI 

LNG EE 121 2019 - 375 

EE LV 105 2019 21 0 

LV EE 42 2019 - - 

LT LV 57.4 2020 0 79 

LV LT 60 2020 - - 

EE FI 79 2020 138 111 

FI EE 79 2020 - - 

17 BALTIC PIPE 
PL DK 91.1 2022 499 499 

DK PL 306.8 2022 - - 

18 GIPL 
PL LT 73.9 2019 336 140 

LT PL 51.1 2019 - - 

Source: REKK estimation based on ACER 
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9 Annex 3: Comparing the spatial representation of 

GGM, EGMM and RAMONA 
The three natural gas infrastructure and market models have a common representation of Europe, which 

is differs slightly in all the models. In order to compare and contrast, we present the modelled regions in 

this chapter and show why the different representations may be regarded sound in all cases. 

The models all have a country-level representation, each country modelled as a node and the network 

shown as the interconnection of nodes. In some cases, countries are merged in a bigger region, if country-

level demand is too minuscule to model. For this reason, the network used by the different models may 

differ slightly. 

9.1 Nodes represented in the models 

The table below lists all the countries represented as a node in the different models. GGM is a model of 

global coverage, but for this comparison we only considered the European part of the model. The main 

differences between the three models: 

 EGMM does not specify Belarus as a different node, GGM and RAMONA does.  

 RAMONA merges the North African suppliers (Libya, Algeria and Tunisia) into one node. 

Table 20. Country nodes included in the models 
  

EGMM/WGMM GGM RAMONA 

AL Albania x* - - 

AT Austria x x x 

BA Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

x - x 

BE Belgium x x x 

BG Bulgaria x x x 

BY Belarus - x x 

CH Switzerland x x x 

CZ Czech Republic x x x 

DE Germany x x x 

DK Denmark x x x 

DZ Algeria x x Represented as 
Africa 

EE Estonia x x x 

ES Spain x x x 

FI Finland x x x 

FR France x x x 

GR Greece x x x 

HR Croatia x x x 

HU Hungary x x x 

IE Ireland x x x 

IT Italy x x x 

KO* Kosovo x* - - 

LT Lithuania x x x 

LU Luxemburg x - x 
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EGMM/WGMM GGM RAMONA 

LV Latvia x x x 

LY Libya x x Represented as 
Africa 

MD Moldova x - - 

MK Macedonia x - x 

NL Netherlands x x x 

NO Norway x x x 

PL Poland x x x 

PT Portugal x x x 

RO Romania x x x 

RS Serbia x x x 

RU Russia x x x 

SE Sweden x x x 

SI Slovenia x x x 

SK Slovakia x x x 

TR Turkey x x x 

TN Tunisia - x Represented as 
Africa 

UA Ukraine x x x 

UK United Kingdom x x x 

Legend: (x) – part of the modelling as a node 

(-) not included as a node 

(x*) may be included in future scenarios, currently not part of the infrastructure 

9.2 Interconnectors represented in the models 

Due to the minor differences of the nodes, interconnectors have alternate representation as well. The 

table below lists all interconnectors in all models used. 

The differences may be put into three categories: 

 Differences in interconnectors due to region definition:  
o EGMM does not include Belarus, therefore all pipelines transiting Belarus are 

represented as a pipeline originating from Russia.  
o RAMONA merges the North-African exporters (Algeria, Libya and Tunisia) into one 

node. 

 Differences in interconnectors due to omitted regions: GGM does not include countries with 
small gas consumption, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Luxemburg, Macedonia and Moldova. 
Therefore interconnectors leading to these countries are not considered. However, due to the 
low gas consumption in these countries, overall model results are not affected considerably by 
omitting these nodes.  

 Differences in interconnectors due to omitted interconnector: In some cases, interconnectors 
commissioned recently are not included in the network. This is the case for interconnectors DK-
NL, CZ-PL, SK-HU, IE-UK, NO-NL. 
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Table 21. Interconnectors represented in the models used 
 

EGMM/WGMM GGM RAMONA Note 

AFR-ES - - x RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

AFR-IT - - x RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

AT-DE x x x 
 

AT-HU x x x 
 

AT-IT x x x 
 

AT-SI x x x 
 

AT-SK x x x 
 

BE-DE x x x 
 

BE-FR x x x 
 

BE-LU x - x LU not included in GGM 

BE-NL x x x 
 

BE-UK x x x 
 

BG-GR x x x 
 

BG-MK x - x MK not included in GGM 

BG-TR x x x 
 

BY-LT - x x 
 

BY-PL - x x BY not included in EGMM 

BY-UA - x x BY not included in EGMM 

CH-IT x x x 
 

CZ-DE x x x 
 

CZ-PL x x - Interconnector not present in RAMONA 

CZ-SK x x x 
 

DE-AT x x x 
 

DE-BE x x x 
 

DE-CH x x x 
 

DE-CZ x x x 
 

DE-FR x x x 
 

DE-LU x - x LU not included in GGM 

DE-NL x x x 
 

DE-PL x x x 
 

DK-DE x x x 
 

DK-NL x x - Interconnector not present in RAMONA 

DK-SE x x x 
 

DZ-ES x x - RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

DZ-IT x x - RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

EE-LV x x x 
 

ES-FR x x x 
 

ES-PT x x x 
 

FR-CH x x x 
 

FR-ES x x x 
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EGMM/WGMM GGM RAMONA Note 

HU-HR x x x 
 

HU-RO x x x 
 

HU-RS x x x 
 

HU-SK x - - Interconnector not present in RAMONA and GGM 

IE-UK x x - Interconnector not present in RAMONA 

IT-AT x x x 
 

IT-SI x x x 
 

LT-LV x x x 
 

LT-RU x x - Interconnector not included in RAMONA 

LV-EE x x x  

LV-LT x x x  

LY-IT x x - RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

MID-TR - - x ? 

NL-BE x x x 
 

NL-DE x x x 
 

NL-UK x x x 
 

NO-BE x x x 
 

NO-DE x x x 
 

NO-FR x x x 
 

NO-NL x x - Interconnector not present in RAMONA 

NO-UK x x x 
 

PL-DE x x x 
 

PT-ES x x x 
 

RO-BG x x x 
 

RS-BA x - x BA not included in GGM 

RU-BY - x x BY not included in EGMM 

RU-DE x x x 
 

RU-EE x x x Interconnector not present in RAMONA 

RU-FI x x x 
 

RU-LT x x -  

RU-LV x x x  

RU-PL x - - 
 

RU-TR x x x 
 

RU-UA x x x 
 

SI-HR x x x 
 

SI-IT x x x 
 

SK-AT x x x 
 

SK-CZ x x x 
 

SK-HU x x - interconnector not present in RAMONA 

TN-IT - x - RAMONA merges DZ, TN and LY into one node as 
Africa 

TR-GR x x x 
 

UA-HU x x x 
 

UA-MD x - - MD not included in RAMONA and GGM 
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EGMM/WGMM GGM RAMONA Note 

UA-PL x x x 
 

UA-RO x x x 
 

UA-SK x x x 
 

UK-BE x x x 
 

UK-IE x x x 
 

Legend: (x) – part of the modelling as an interconnector 

(-) not included as an interconnector 

Despite the differences listed above, all three models represent the main sources of supply and the main 

markets with the highest consumption the same way. For this reason, geographical coverage and 

network representation can not account for different results. In the figures fellow a simplified 

geographical representation and main nodes are presented for the models. It is apparent that the 

topology of the networks is nearly identical.  

 

Figure 3. Network representation of EGMM 

 

Base map: Google Earth 
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Figure 4. Network representation of GGM 

 

Base map: Google Earth 

 

Figure 5. Network representation of RAMONA 

 

Base map: Google Earth 
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10 Annex 4: List of abbreviations 
 

ACER Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators 

CBA  Cost-benefit analysis 

CEF Connecting Europe Facility 

FID Final Investment Decision 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

LTC Long-Term contract 

NPV Net Present Value 

PCI Projects of Common Interest 

PINT Put-in one at the time 

SSO Storage system operator 

TSO Transmission system operator 

WEO World Energy Outlook 

 

List of countries 

AT Austria 

BG Bulgaria 

BY Belarus 

CH Switzerland 

CZ Czech Republic 

DE Germany 

DK Denmark 

DZ Algeria 

EE Estonia 

ES Spain 

FI Finland 

FR France 

GR Greece 

HR Croatia 

HU Hungary 

IE Ireland 

IT Italy 
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LT Lithuania 

LV Latvia 

LY Libya 

NO Norway 

PL Poland 

PT Portugal 

RO Romania 

RS Serbia 

RU Russia 

SE Sweden 

SI Slovenia 

SK Slovakia 

TR Turkey 

UK United Kingdom 

UA Ukraine 
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